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ABSTRACT 

 The Port Chicago disaster that occurred on July 17, 1944, is a historically important, 

albeit infamous event for several reasons. Three hundred and twenty (320) servicemen and 

civilians, mostly African American, were instantly killed and 390 more were injured from the 

blast. The events surrounding the explosion highlighted racial injustices and shaped the eventual 

desegregation of the armed forced shortly after. Ensuing investigations were predominantly of a 

military nature and occurred before GIS technology became a multidisciplinary approach to 

analyzing events. Here, a collaboration of historical data obtained and managed by the National 

Park Service is georeferenced and presented in a manner that tells the Port Chicago story and can 

be continuously updated and expanded upon. This project seeks to analyze the Port Chicago 

disaster in two areas: The physical phenomenon of the explosion itself, and the resulting 

historical/archaeological remnants linked to that explosion over space and time.  Features are 

created and centered on the focal point of the explosion, and have been digitized based on 

historical maps and imagery. Damage zones were then created to summarize physical impact, 

such as deaths, injuries, percentage levels of damaged structures and associated costs. Historical 

imagery, diagrams, personal accounts, and archaeological remnants are then documented and 

embedded within their respective feature classes. A collaboration of over 100 artifacts, ground 

level photos, and documents are available to be accessed on ArcGIS Online and can be used to 

construct web-based mapping applications. This study highlights the integration of 

history/archaeology with modern GIST mapping and display abilities. It will further aid in 

explaining the Port Chicago disaster across space and give the user another paradigm from which 

to view how historical events unfold.  

Keywords; Port Chicago, naval weapons, archaeology, explosion 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Port Chicago Naval Magazine disaster was the largest stateside explosion during 

World War II, killing 320 servicemen and civilians and causing injuries and damages within 

cities miles away. On the night of July 17, 1944, the U.S. Navy Victory ships S.S E.A. Bryan and 

S.S. Quinault Victory were positioned across each other on the ammunition pier being loaded 

with war-time munitions. Approximately 4,600 tons of bombs, shells, depth charges, and 

ammunition were destined for the pacific theater. The combined explosive power was estimated 

to equal the force of 2000 tons of TNT (Naval History and Heritage Command, 2016). For 

reference, the atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima was equal to 15000 tons of TNT. The Bryan 

was loaded with most of the explosives, while the Quinault Victory was empty; with the 

remaining explosives on the pier and in delivering rail carts. For obvious reasons, the exact first-

person actions that led to the accident are lost to time, but witnesses (Army-Navy Explosives 

Safety Board, 1948) described two distinct explosions that occurred at approximately 10:18pm: 

One initial and contained, followed by one larger, which detonated all munitions at once. A 

fireball was observed that illuminated 3 miles according to a pilot flying at an altitude of 9000 

ft., and the explosions were picked up on seismographs as far away as Pierce Ferry, NV (Byerly, 

1946). In the aftermath of the Port Chicago disaster, review and data gathering and assessments 

were originally of a military nature, measuring costs such as life, injury, type of explosives 

structural damage, dollar amount, civilian liability to government etc. One of the first reports of 

the damages was a memo (1944) by Capt. Pearsons (U.S. Navy) who was dispatched to survey 

the damages. He noted the first damages he observed (broken windows) was in the city of 

Vallejo (20k-22k yards) as he made his way closer to the epicenter of the explosion. As his 

contingent closed the distance, he noted that the quantity of broken windows increased while the 
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size of the fragments decreased. In the town of Port Chicago (not to be confused with the Port 

Chicago Naval Magazine), located just south of the military installation, is where he encountered 

severe building/structural damage. When he arrived at the explosion site, he reported on the 

obliteration of both ships: The Bryan was effectively blown to fragments while the Quinault 

Victory was blown into relatively larger pieces and thrown approximately 500 ft. north into the 

bay.  A court of Inquiry (Naval History and Heritage Command, 2016) investigated the event 

and established the factual basis of contributing factors to include: positioning, amounts, and 

types of explosives; identified and unidentified dead and injuries (with their respective services); 

effects and costs to government property; and recommendations for the armed forces to improve 

and move forward so a similar event would not be repeated. A detailed technical report was 

conducted by CDR. H.E Jennings (USN) for the Army-Navy Explosives Safety Board (1948) 

which included precise counts, and damages (government and personal property) at respective 

distances to the blast point, which is established as the “center of pier” in the report.  Also 

included were missile and projectile impacts from the ordinance, as well as the comparative 

crater size and shapes within the pier area before and after the blast. It is noted that the report 

considered the explosion unbarricaded even though 75% of the ordinance was under water on 

board the Bryan; this was reinforced from assessing weight of explosives and corresponding 

damage to structures at specified distances. This latter report is crucial in displaying the 

quantitative components of the disaster on Geographic Information Systems (GIS) platforms and 

paves the way for differing types of analysis that can be made. Estimating the force 

measurements of the blast wave, is also of importance so inferences can be made in estimating 

the type of damage sustained at various distances from the epicenter. Kingery et al. (1984) 

studied spherical blast effects at known explosive weights and distances from which a blast 
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calculator (UN SaferGuard 2021) can be used to input the parameters of the Port Chicago 

explosion and return measurements such as pressure and shock wave velocity at given distances. 

Documents, pictures, and maps vital to the recreation and georeferencing of features detailing the 

explosion, were subsequently declassified by the Navy, and National Park service acquired area 

as well as these documents. which enabled the collection of these materials and maps to be 

obtained and pave the way for potential GIS work to be done. The memorial, surrounding five 

acres, as well as history, artifacts, and records (since declassified as US Naval documents) were  

transferred to the NPS, which as to date plans to soon incorporate a full site with a museum. 

Within the NPS foundational document (2015) there is an expressed need for GIS-related 

projects and data. The foundation document also addresses needs moving forward such as GIS 

work needed, along with the data sets relative prioritization. With the use of these informational 

sources this project seeks to digitize and place historical structures that have been destroyed or 

affected by the blast that are unrecognizable today, create features used to measure the explosive 

strength, damages, and costs to the environment and structures, and to place historical recordings 

of the event by displaying material, photographic, and witness evidence to associated places. 

Figure 1-1 below, gives an overview to the area of interest that was affected by this event. The 

current Concord Naval Weapons Station is where the Port Chicago Naval Magazine was located 

but has undergone expansions and name changes over the years. Although most of the area is 

under the control of the military, the National Park Service still governs a small memorial in the 

immediate shore vicinity of the ammunition pier that was destroyed in the explosion. 
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METHODS  

Study Area 

 The Port Chicago Naval Magazine, now named the Concord Military Ocean Terminal 

(Figure 1, below), lies approximately 35 miles Northeast of San Francisco in the Suisun Bay 

area. Immediately to the North is Roe Island, and the city of Concord lies directly south of the 

area. While the installation has undergone several name and temporal landscape changes over the 

past 70 year , there are several present-day key features and structures that allow for the digital 

setting to be made for past events. 

Figure 1: Overview of area of interest, showing the Concord Military Ocean Terminal  
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Methodology 

The purpose (and challenge) of this project was to collect information from the 1940s 

onward and reconstruct, re-create, and populate the ArcGIS Pro canvas with historical evidence in 

the form of physical effects, material culture, witness testimonies, pictures, and documents 

provided from different sources. For the main base map underlying the area of study, the ESRI 

imagery hybrid map was selected to work in tandem with overlaying feature sets. In analyzing the 

local area of study, state plane would initially be ideal for analysis; however, the area of interest 

straddles two state planes and certain explosion phenomena (i.e., air overpressure blast) would 

encompass a much greater area. In looking at background information, along with availability of 

data sets of the event and previous findings, it was determined that using UTM Zone 10, 1983 

NAD would be the optimal choice to conduct analysis; as the central meridian of this zone lies just 

westward of the main study area, making potential issues of map distortion negligible. Therefore, 

map specifications were set and reprojected the desired display.  

The Port Chicago disaster can be viewed as an expanding type-event over space and 

centered on one blast point; from which all analysis could be conducted outward. The first step in 

the analysis was to establish the location of the explosion, which would be the historic ammunition 

pier. For the purposes of all subsequent analysis, the pier, and more importantly the center of the 

pier (Army-Navy Explosives Safety Board,1948) from which damages were assessed must be 

recreated as accurately as sources would allow. This was achieved by using a combination of Lidar 

imagery; (USGS 2016) which was used as a placing tool and to search for more pier remnants to 

overlay the historic pier feature; historical imagery (NPS, 1944); and loading diagram (Naval 

History and Heritage Command, 2016). PNG images were added to ArcGIS Pro Map canvas, and 

statistics for each image was calculated and georeferenced using the map frame’s working 
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coordinate system. Both raster images mentioned above were then used to infer the railways which 

were then digitized as a line feature. The historic railway could then be linked into the current 

railway network (ESRI US Federal Data, 2021). The blast point was created as point feature and 

is based on the description that it was the center of the pier (Army-Navy Explosives Safety Board, 

1948). 

Once these central items were reconstituted, the features measuring physical forces and 

damages of the blast could use the blast point as an origination. Blast Strength was created by 

using the multibuffer tool originating from the blast point feature and given a range of values that 

would provide sufficient definition of blast pressure in relation to distance. Multiple descriptive 

fields were added to the blast strength feature that were populated with values obtained from a 

blast calculator (UN SaferGuard 2021) at the distances used to create the buffer rings. This would 

describe the destructive forces that were inflicted upon the landscape at ranges emanating from the 

blast center. The blast damages feature was made similarly to blast effects using the multi buffer 

tool, however specific distances inputted were essentially dictated by summarizations in the Army-

Navy Explosives Board (1948) technical report. For example, deaths, injuries, building damages 

were summarized for the Port Chicago Naval Magazine area, and then again summarized for 

townships at known distances.  

Adding historical elements began with digitizing buildings in the military zone that were 

destroyed or rebuilt after the blast using Navy map/drawing C-3051-2 (NPS 1944). These were 

created as a polygon and attributes were added to reflect building designation and usage. Photos 

were accessed on-site at the NPS facilities to ensure all information was obtained, as well as 

through The NPS’ Interior Collections Management System (ICMS 2021). A salvage zone was 

then digitized as a polygon around the digitized ship and extending out to where pieces of the ships 
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were noted (NPS 1944), pictures of the salvage area were then attached to the salvage zone feature. 

Ground pictures were then added as a point feature class with attachments enabled, and having 

historic photos (NPS, POCH2) attached that were taken at that point and orientation. 

Archaeological collections were also accessed where they were stored to obtain pictures as well as 

collect any information on provenance. Archaeology was placed as a point feature class near the 

areas found, originated from, or possible usage. Oral histories were then added as a point feature 

class and linked to audio files of persons giving interviews either as an attribute, which the html 

address was to the U.C Berkey Library Oral History Center (2021) or attached as an MP3 file 

(wave files were converted to MP3 to reduce data sized) from the original interviews (NPS, POCH 

20).  

The town of Port Chicago which lied immediately south of the Naval Magazine, was 

destroyed in 1968 to create a two-mile safety buffer around the military installation. This town 

was central to the story of the explosion because of its proximity to the base. Multiple testimonies, 

buildings and locations are ingrained into the events of that night and days after so historic maps 

were obtained to digitize the area. Using NAIP satellite data which showed imprints of the former 

streets of Port Chicago, these images were georeferenced and used control points to overlay the 

image. A polygon was then drawn around the street feature to store any subsequent information 

relative to the town. After structures were in place and historical elements added. The workflow 

(figure 2) below outlines the process used to obtain NPS sources, create/digitize the historic 

structures, create measuring features from which to apply over the landscape, and create features 

that museum elements can be viewed and geospatially represented. 
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Figure 2. Workflow chart outlining methodology used for project progression 

 

ANALYSIS I:

Create geodatabase: coordinate 
system, digitalization of historic 

structuresfeature classes for 
explosion 

Buffer tool for damage 
zones, summery stats

Archeology feature 
class/appendages

DATA SOURCES II:

Museum/Archaelogical records/ICMSPhotos

personal statements 
ArcGIS Online, Living Atlas

DATA SOURCES I:

Historical, maps/locations, USGS
Technical papers, statements of findings

NPS foundational document, 

PLAN:

Use collaberation of reports, documents, press releases, museum collections to place 
historical elements over a geospatial landscape

PROBLEM:

Geospatial representation of explosion and archaelogy related to disaster has not been 
done, dispite being a historical event.
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Data  

 

Base map and coordinate system selection 

A background that maximized recognizability, and terrain was best represented with 

world imagery and using a hybrid reference layer. In a preliminary review of available data and 

given that the area of interest straddled two different California state planes (2 and 3) and 

considering the potential size of the explosion effects as well, NAD 83 UTM Zone 10 was 

selected as the premier coordinate system for the entirety of the project. The central meridian for 

zone 10 runs approximately 100 km east of the area of interest, keeping potential projection 

distortion negligible while maximizing the usage and UTM zone area for analysis. Because the 

default base maps are originally assigned Web Mercator, the map frame was reprojected for the 

selected coordinate system and transformed from WGS84 to NAD 83 for UTM zone 10 for the 

remainder of the project.  

 

CONCLUSIONS:

Working, updatable, fluid model of Port Chicago destruction, with resulting archaelogy and 
georeferenced imagry. Presentble platform on ArcGIS Online (web map, Story Map etc.)

ANALYSIS II:

Photos toolset (ArcGIS Pro), format 
selection (TIFF vs PNG)/requirements, 

Georeference images

Slider/comparison feature

classification needed? Terrain analysis

point cluster for projectiles (future)?
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Table 1. Data description of World Imagery and Hybrid Reference layer used as backdrop for 

analysis 

Name World Imagery; Hybrid Reference Layer 

Year/Last Updated 2021 (Continuous) 

Author/Owner ESRI  

URL/FTP https://services.arcgisonline.com/ArcGIS/rest/services/World_Imagery 

https://cdn.arcgis.com/sharing/rest/content/items/30d6b8271e1849c 

d9c3042060001f425/resources/styles/root.json 

Description Server providing world-wide imagery for use of base maps on ArcGIS 

Platforms. 

Coordinate System WGS 1984 Web Mercator (auxiliary sphere) 

Projection System Mercator (auxiliary sphere); 4326 

Spatial Resolution 0.00000000671487310199837 Meters; 0001 Meters (resp.) 

Geometry Type NA; vector tile service 

 

 

LiDAR data used to locate historic ammunition pier 

Determining the location of the historic ammunition pier where the implied origin of the 

explosion (Army-Navy Explosives Safety Board 1948, Appx. E-1) occurred was vital for any 

subsequent analysis and would serve to further provide for the most accurate location/distances. 

While world and satellite imagery provided sufficient detail to note the remnants of the destroyed 

ammunition pier, LiDAR data was downloaded to use in conjunction with satellite data. The 

reason being to diversify data sources since environmental factors (e.g., tidal levels) may 

influence the visibility of these structures to remote sensors, as well as to scrutinize any potential 

structures that may still be present to use for later digitization of the pier. Elevation data is made 

https://services.arcgisonline.com/ArcGIS/rest/services/World_Imagery
https://cdn.arcgis.com/sharing/rest/content/items/30d6b8271e1849c
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available from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) on their national map website. 

Originally downloaded in compressed LiDAR format (LAZ), which was converted to a LAS file 

using the convert LAS tool. Figure 2 displays the area of interest with LiDAR point cloud data 

drawn using elevation and displayed as a surface to simplify the visual interpretation of the 

residual structures. The dark blue is roughly sea level, while the pier support structures are 

between 3 and 4 meters. 

 

Figure 3 Use of Lidar (USGS) to locate and use for subsequent digitization of historic ammo pier 

(circled). 
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Table 2. Description of LiDAR data downloaded 

Name POCH LiDAR 2    (USGS Lidar Point Cloud (LPC) ARRA-

CA_SanFranCoast_2010_000625 2014-08-27 LAS) 

     Year/Last Updated 11/12/2016 

        Author/Owner USGS 

             URL/FTP https://apps.nationalmap.gov/downloader/#/ 

            Description LiDAR point cloud data taken of the East Bay area, CA. 

     Coordinate System NAD 1983 UTM Zone 10N (WKID 26910) 

     Projection System Transverse Mercator 

LAS Points 3,874,084 

Vertical Coordinate 

System 

NAVD88 - Geoid09 (Meters) 

 

 

North American Rail Lines 

Current railway systems (ESRI, 2021) have remained mostly unchanged when viewing 

maps from the focused period (USN drawing C-3051-2) of the study. The original Ammunition 

depot was built to transport heavy items to and from Naval ships to via railroad. Visualizing the 

modern railway systems proved to be useful in tying in historic railways, as well as setting static 

control points for georeferencing historic imagery.  
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Figure 4. North American Railways for area of interest  

 

Table 3. Data discription of North American Rail Lines used to place railways for pier. 

                  Name North American Rail Lines 

Year/Last 

Updated 

10/21/2021 

Author/Owner ESRI US Federal Data 

URL/FTP https://services.arcgis.com/cGUu4IVTSN4USSSj/arcgis/rest/services/Rail 

_US/FeatureServer 

Description Feature service feature class depicting all North American railways 

https://services.arcgis.com/cGUu4IVTSN4USSSj/arcgis/rest/services/Rail
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Coordinate 

System 

WGS 1984; WKID 4326 

Projection 

System 

NA 

Spatial 

Resolution 

NA 

Geometry Type Line 

 

Historic Imagery Used (Raster Data) 

 In addition to downloadable data, it is important to point out two sources that were used 

as raster images to place historic feature classes. That is the US Navy Drawing C-3051-2 (NPS, 

1944) and a Navy loading diagram (Naval History and Heritage Command 2016) detailing the 

positioning and ordinance placement between the pier and the two ships. 

Figure 5. US Navy Drawing (C-3051-2) used to place damage photos, pier, and historic 

buildings. Image courtesy of National Park Service, Port Chicago Naval Magazine National 

Memorial  
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Figure 6. U.S. Navy loading diagram made after the explosion occurred. Image courtesy Naval 

History and Heritage Command https://www.history.navy.mil 

 

 

NAIP Satellite Imagery 

 In concert with LiDAR data, satellite data of the area was necessary in (1) identifying 

residual features that may point to the existence of historic structures from imprints on the 

Earth’s surface, and (2) any future land classification that may be needed for subsequent 

analysis. Data was downloaded from the USGS’s Earth Explorer website. NAIP 0.6-meter 

resolution and temporal frequency was particularly useful in identifying surface features that 

may have been obscured seasonally. The historic town of Port Chicago was leveled in 1968 by 

the US government in order to create a safety zone around the renamed Concord Naval Weapons 

Station (previously Port Chicago Naval Magazine). When searching for the outline of the 

previous street impressions, NAIP imagery provided useful images past activity of from which to 

https://www.history.navy.mil/
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georeference historic maps and produce the Port Chicago Street outlines, which were located just 

south outside of the cantonment area of the Port Chicago Naval Magazine. 

Figure 7. NAIP satellite imagery of area of interest 

 

Table 2-4. Description of NAIP imagery downloaded for study area. 

                  Name m_3812264_se_10_060_20200528.tif 

     Year/Last Updated 2020/05/28 

        Author/Owner United States Geological Survey (USGS) 

             URL/FTP https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/ 

            Description NAIP imagery 

     Coordinate System NAD 1983 UTM Zone 10N; WKID 4269 

     Projection System Transverse Mercator (WKID )26910 

     Spatial Resolution X res: 0.6 ; Y res:0.6 (m) 

       Geometry Type Raster 
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RESULTS 

 

Placement and Digitization of Historical Setting 

 Since most of the historical source material is dated from the 1940’through the 1960’s, 

there is very little GIS data work that has been done from which to base any analysis from. It was  

necessary to create most of the feature classes that represented the pier, ships, and pier railways. 

In digitizing the structures near the blast, it was imperative to create the polygon that would be 

shaped to resemble the original ammunition pier as precisely as possible (figure 8) to re-crate the 

subsequent blast parameters to be historically accurate. This was done by using a combination of 

LiDAR data,  Navy drawing (USN drawing C-3051-2), and loading diagram (Naval History and 

Heritage Command, 2016). 

Figure 8.Alignment of USN loading diagram (Naval History and Heritage Command 2016) with 

Navy drawing  C-3051-2 (Keibel 2009)  
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 The images were then added to the display window and the move, scale, and rotate functions in 

the image pane were utilized to render proper fitting and accuracy. The loading diagram was 

particularly useful in that it gave approximate size and measurements, which is why it was 

selected to digitize the shapes for the victory ships shapefile as opposed to the Navy map 

drawing C-3051-2 (NPS, 1944). However, the navy map was used to digitize the ammunition 

pier after the map was sized to fit the loading diagram, since it gave the only reference for shape. 

The historic pier railway was digitized by tracing the same Navy drawings that depicted the 

railways and then tied them into the current North American railway system (figure 9). The Navy 

ships (figure 10, below) were digitized using the loading diagram (Naval History and Heritage 

Command, 2016) and made to represent the ships known width length and width as closely as 

possible and confirmed using the measuring tool.  

Figure 9. Digitization of ammunition pier using USN Drawing with USN Loading diagram 

(Naval History and Heritage Command 2016) with Navy drawing  C-3051-2 (Keibel 2009) 
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Figure 10. Digitization of Victory ships using USN loading diagram (Naval History and Heritage 

Command 2016) 

 

The blast point was then added as a single point feature that was placed in the center of the pier 

and would serve as the focalization/origination point of blast damages and strengths. With the 

creation of all the structures together (figure 11, below) that were central to recreating the 

environment just before the explosion, other feature classes and measuring analyses could be 

based off these represented structures. 
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Figure 11. Digitized feature classes representing historic ammunition pier, ships, railway, and 

blast point 

 

Table 5. Description of data for created feature classed digitized, including historic ammunition 

pier, historic pier railways, victory ships, and blast point 

                  Name Historic Ammunition Pier, Historic Pier Railway, Victory Ships, 

Blast Point  

     Year/Last Updated 2021  

        Author/Owner David Kiger 

             URL/FTP NA 
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Post-Disaster Salvage Operation 

 

 After the disaster, pieces of the destroyed ships were collected in Suisun Bay, as well as 

on shore. However, other than pictures of the operation itself, and “Antioch” inscribed on some 

pictures (NPS, POCH 1) there is very little location information given detailing the exact points 

from where pieces of the Quinault and Bryan were pulled from the water, for example, pictures 

from the salvage operation depicts a mostly a floating platform/hoist with no context other than 

occasional shoreline and piled debris on land with select photos marked “Antioch” which is an 

inland coastal city several miles away, which is speculated to be the location of the contracted 

salvage companies’ business location. It can be inferred that some of these pieces were taken to 

the City of Antioch (perhaps where salvage yard/company was located). The city of Antioch is 

            Description • Historic ammunition port (destroyed) where explosion 

occurred in    1944. Feature created and digitized using 

historic US Naval drawings, maps, post-disaster diagrams, 

aerial photography, and LiDAR.  

• Digitized historic railway (destroyed) using historic maps 

(US Navy), post-disaster diagrams (US Navy), aerial 

photography 

• Polygon designed resemble the S.S. Bryan and Quinault 

Victory ships in shape lengths and location 

• Blast point inferred from reports of where explosion 

originated between both ships. 

 

 

 

     Coordinate System NAD 1983 UTM Zone 10N (WKID 26910) 

     Projection System Transverse Mercator  

     Spatial Resolution NA 

       Geometry Type Polygon, polyline, polygon, point (resp.) 
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located roughly 12 miles from the explosion site. In this case a polygon salvage zone was 

digitized that encapsulated the area where noted parts of the Quinault were present after the 

disaster (Pearsons 1944) and (NPS, USN Drawing C-3051-2). Images from the salvage operation 

were then attached to the feature class, given they could not be spatially pin pointed. 

Figure 12. Map showing extent of salvage zone with attached photos 

 

 

Table 6. Description for salvage area feature class; images attached 

                  Name Salvage Area Pics 

     Year/Last Updated 2021 

        Author/Owner David Kiger 

             URL/FTP NA 
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            Description Salvage area where known wreckage was pulled from the water by 

contracted salvage company 

     Coordinate System NAD 1983 UTM Zone 10N (WKID 26910) 

     Projection System NA 

     Spatial Resolution NA 

       Geometry Type Polygon 

 

 

Measuring Blast Strength and Damages 

 

Blast Strength 

Two major feature class were created for analysis using the multibuffer tool: Blast 

strength and blast effects. The blast strength feature is encoded with values retrieved from the 

blast calculator (UN SaferGuard 2021). These calculations are based on the research by Kingery 

et al. (1984). Assumptions made is that explosion was center of dock and equal to 4,000,000 lbs. 

of TNT (Court of Inquiry 2016). Note that this figure considers the munitions that were on the 

loading dock and considered smokeless powder in addition to the explosive weight on the Bryan. 

Inputs could be made reflecting the weight in kg and type of the explosive. 2,000 tons (converted 

to kg) of TNT were entered into the tool and different distances from the blast origin. These 

zones, entered into the multi buffer tool covered: [0-50m; 50-100m; 100-200m; 200-500m; 500-

1,000m; 1,000-1500m; 1,500-2,000m; 2,000-2,500m; 2,500-3,500m; 3,500-4,000m; and 4,000-

4,800m] for zones (objects) 1-13 respectively; after which returned values for incident pressure, 

reflective pressure, time of arrival for shock wave, and shock wave velocity. Given the 

assumption of 2,000 tons of TNT, 13 zones were created to give adequate definition of the forces 

experienced within each zone. Elements including Incident pressure, reflective pressure, shock 
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wave velocity and time of arrival could then be converted to more relatable units of measurement 

(i.e., psi, mph) using the calculate field function on the feature table.  

Figure 13. Map of measured blast strength feature over distance. 

    

 

Table 7. Description of blast strength feature, which is designed to measure blast physical effects 

within specified zones 

                  Name Blast Strength 

     Year/Last Updated 2021  

        Author/Owner David Kiger 

             URL/FTP NA 

            Description Feature made by multi-ring buffer tool to measure blast effects 

including incident pressure, reflective pressure, blast front velocity, 

and time of arrival in milliseconds. Feature is situated over the 

assumed center of explosion and ranges from 10m to 4800m. 
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Figure 14. Distribution of incident pressure over 13 magnitude zones 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

     Coordinate System NAD 1983 UTM Zone 10N (WKID 26910) 

     Projection System Transverse Mercator  

     Spatial Resolution NA  

       Geometry Type Polygon(s) 

  

Figure 15: Summery statistics 

of Incident pressure 
The zone values reflected for this attribute are 

measures of incident pressure, that is the main 

overpressure originating from the blast itself. A rapid drop 

from initial incident pressure is observed at greater 

distances, given the inversed logarithmic function, which 

the values become more mathematically resilient the 

farther away from the height of ~6748psi near the center 

of the blast. In comparison to the blast origination, the rest 

of the zone counts quickly taper off, which explains the 

high count of low values that are observed (figure 14, 

middle). 
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Figure 16: Distribution of reflective pressure over 13 magnitude zones 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17. Summery statistics of 

reflective pressure 

 Reflective pressure, in comparison to incident 

pressure, is an amplified force generated by the 

perpendicular geometry of the subjected structure 

(e.g., building, ship) in relation to the source of the 

incident pressure. This attribute is included at each of 

the specified distances and gives insight as to why 

some structures received more force damage than 

others. As seen in Figure 16 (above), reflective 

pressure had a similar curve to incident pressure, since 

it is a dependent variable. Figure 17 (left) describes 

summery statistics of the reflective pressure attribute. 
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Figure 18. Distribution of shock front velocity over 13 magnitude zones 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                   

Figure 19. Summery statistics 

for shock front velocity 

Shock front velocity is the velocity at 

which the overpressure blast moves away from 

the blast point. At the focal point of the 

explosion, a velocity of 14,431 mph is 

observed, which again quickly decreases until 

it becomes an acoustic wave, and levels off at 

near the speed of sound (about 767 mph.) as 

the explosive effects settle to equilibrium with 

the surrounding environment. Again, much of 

the zone counts see a velocity quickly 

approaching this figure (figure 18), and zone 

statistics are heavily skewed to this small area 

(figure 19). 
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Blast Damages 

 

 The blast damages feature again utilizes the multibuffer tool and is made to reflect the 

damage delt by the oncoming wave in terms of deaths, injuries, and property damages expressed 

in percentage and dollar amounts. This features’ selected zones are defined as follows: (1) 0-

1000 ft.; (2) 1000-5000 ft.; (3) 5000-10000 ft.; (4) 10000-20000 ft.; (5) 20000-40000 ft.; (6) 

40000-75000 ft. Zone parameters were heavily influenced given the way the technical report 

(Army-Navy Explosives Safety Board 1948) is structured. Within the military cantonment area 

(0-5000 ft. from blast center) the distances are relatively more detailed in describing injuries and 

losses at exact feet measurements from the blast and damages are given in percentages instead of 

dollar amounts. Outside the military installation damages are still described in feet from the 

center but are clustered together and summarized in cities and towns, which become less detailed 

and more blanketed in describing damage such as average cost to all homes in an entire 

community, rather than detailed dollar damages to a specific number of homes. This also 

becomes evident as the damages decrease over an expanding area. This is also why the zones 

become larger the farther away from the blast center. The relative blast percentage is based on 

the assumptions of 3.5 million lbs. of HE/TNT explosives (Army-Navy Explosives Board 1948, 

appx. E1). Note that in the previous blast strength feature class, parameters are based on 4 

million lbs. of TNT, this is due to adding the amount of explosive mass on the docks and 

accounts for explosive powder withing the cargo holds as well as on the dock (Army-Navy 

Explosives Board 1948, 2).  

According to The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), roughly one third 

of the stored chemical energy is released in the detonation process, the remaining two thirds are 

released more slowly to the surrounding environment and do not contribute to the primary blast 
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wave (FEMA, 4-1);. The research of Kingery et al. (1984) is based in empirical simulations and 

accounts for barricaded vs. unbarricaded explosions and high explosives (HE) such as TNT. The 

blast calculator previously discussed with the blast strength feature is based on the work of the 

latter. The blast damage feature data employs a scaled distance “cube root” formula that was 

commonly used (Karlos et al. 2016) at the time to measure blast effects, which was the expedient 

measure for the military to use in assessing the damages on-ground. Blast damages was made 

and influenced by specified distances where the Navy noted losses, damages, and included the 

calculated parameter RW^(-1/3) to estimate relative decadence of the max blast overpressure. 

This is using the scaled distance model that was where R=range from the blast center (center of 

pier) and W was the explosive weight load. The weight was assumed to be 3.5 million lbs. (1780 

tons on the Bryan), and different ranges in feet were given which corresponded to damaged 

structures, deaths, and injuries in the Army-Navy Explosives Board (1948) report. The result of 

this equation was a magnitude of decadence, which is a ratio, and calculated to a percentage of 

the original blast at the center (figure 20). Within the military area, damage was assessed by 

percent, while damage was measured in dollars outside of the cantonment area, which is 

reflected in the table. Values were transferred from the report (Army-Navy Explosives Board 

1948) to attribute cells using the create feature class (multiple) tool. The add multiple fields tool 

was then used to store additional zonal values for: Servicemen and civilians killed; number of 

injuries; total buildings damaged; number of buildings damaged from 0-20%, 20-50%, and 50-

100%; dollar damages done to buildings, and damages estimated by percent (<5000 ft.). 
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Figure 20. Map of blast damages feature 

 

 

Table 8. Description for blast damage data 

                  Name Blast Damages 

     Year/Last Updated 2021  

        Author/Owner David Kiger 

             URL/FTP NA 

            Description Feature made by multi-ring buffer tool to measure blast effects 

including deaths, injuries, percent damage and dollar damages at 

given ranges. Feature is situated over the assumed center of 

explosion and ranges from 0 to 75000 ft. 

     Coordinate System NAD 1983 UTM Zone 10N (WKID 26910) 
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Figure 21: Distribution of relative blast max percentage (relative to maximum strength at center 

of explosion) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Projection System Transverse Mercator  

     Spatial Resolution NA 

       Geometry Type Polygon(s) 

Figure 22. Summery statistics for relative 

blast strength over six zones 

The distribution of the relative blast max (fig. 21) 

is based on the  theoretical mathematical parameter of 

RW^-1/3(Army-Navy Explosives Board 1948 Appx 7), 

where the weight of the explosives (chemical energy when 

multiplied by a constant) is the cubic root of the total 

energy at the blast point, divided from the distance. As 

distance increases from the blast point its energy and blast 

effects are reduced by this magnitude. As the data shows, 

one zone is heavily skewed with the total energy (ground 

zero) in one zone, and quickly dissipates into near-0 

percentages within multiple zones. 
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Figure 23. Distribution of injuries over six damage zones 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24. Summery 

statistics for injuries over 

damage zones Following the same general theme 

as the relative blast max, a concentration 

of injuries is expressed within one zone 

(fig. 23), and taper as blast strength 

dissipates over time. However, in the 

expanding zones there are increased areas 

for where injuries to occur and is 

tempered by decreasing blast effects. It is 

important to note that approximately 54% 

of all injuries recorded were to or near the 

eyes of the victims (Army-Navy 

Explosives Board 1948, 6). 
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Figure 25. Distribution of number of buildings damaged over six zones 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26. Summery statistics 

of buildings damaged over six 

zones 

The blast effects feature class contains 

information on the amount and extent of damage done 

to each building; however, it differs in how these 

damages are expressed. From 0-5000 feet, damages are 

expressed as a percentage of the building in its entirety, 

and after 5000 feet, is expressed in dollar amounts. This 

is likely due to the POCH Naval Magazine area 

occupying ranges less than 5000ft, while civilian towns 

and municipalities occupy the statistics thereafter. 

Therefore, only the number of total buildings can be 

expressed by distribution for all zones. There are data 

gaps as distances increase from the blast center. The 

findings become more generalized, such as an average 

dollar amount for all homes within communities; in 

which case, exact numbers cannot be correctly 

represented. 
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Historical-Archaeological Elements 

 In addition to the historical ammunition pier elements, feature classes were 

digitized to store and display certain museum information. This includes archaeology, in which 

images of archaeological, cataloged (NPS; POCH 3-12, 33-35, 37)  museum artifacts are 

displayed and are attached to a point feature class. These represent items such as ship fragments 

and tools. Ground pics are a point feature class where ground and near-ground images (POCH 2) 

are stored that depict scenes from before and after the explosion. Many of these images are 

damage assessment images and correlate with numbers that were found on the Navy drawing C-

3051-2 (NPS, 1944) indicating where the photo was taken, and in what direction the camera was 

pointing. In some cases, locations were inferred by identifying features within the images 

themselves (i.e., building numbers, landmarks, structures, inscriptions etc.). The ground pics 

feature displays POCH-2 (NPS 1944) photos, which are a collection of original Navy before-

and-after disaster photos. Locations are either determined by numbered map locations, grids, or 

inferred by identifying features such as inscriptions, building numbers, landscape, or referencing 

other pictures within the collection. Oral histories were created as a point feature to reflect the 

individual’s location at the time of the explosion, or to reflect their immediate actions after (e.g., 

cleanup/salvage operations) if they were away from the area of interest at the time of the 

explosion. Oral histories were either able to be inserted as hyperlinks within an attribute field to 

the UC Berkely Library oral history site (U.C. Berkely Library, 2021) or added as a converted 

MP3 file from withing the ICMS system maintained by the NPS. 

Archaeological points, ground photos, oral histories, and historical buildings were placed 

using USN drawing C-3051-2 (NPS, 1944). Although not widely distributed, it has the 

conditions drawn out just before the disaster, as well as numbered points corresponding to 
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damage photos that were taken just after. This image was georeferenced and then structures were 

digitized using the Arc GIS Pro’s Image georeferencing menu (reference figure 27 below).The 

Swipe function between base map and imagery could be used to infer underlying roads and 

convergence of identifying features. Coastlines could not be used, as environmental forces (i.e., 

erosion) would made use as a control point unfeasible. Repetitive structures still in existence 

presently, such as railroad embankments were not digitized. Historic buildings reflect the 

digitization of military buildings withing the cantonment and again uses Navy drawing C-3051-2 

(NPS 1944). Some of these buildings were destroyed, rebuilt, or remodified and differ from their 

original structure.  

Figure 27. Georeferencing process showing control point selection with base map. Map image 

courtesy NPS, POCH Naval Magazine National Historic Site. 
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After the archaeological-historical point feature classes were added to the canvas, the enable 

appendages tool could be ran to store imagery provided by the NPS corresponding to those 

artifacts and photos. To gain functionality of the attachments, attributes in the select pane needed 

to be activated. Archaeological features were placed by provenience (where found) or inferred 

usage (e.g., loading carts on dock), or by known association. Archaeological points display 

certain artifacts (NPS; POCH 3-12, 33-35, 37) for each separate point within the feature class.  

Figure 28. Archaeology picture of ship fragment recovered from the Port Chicago disaster 

(image courtesy NPS, POCH Naval Magazine Memorial). 
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Figure 29. Munitions fragment recovered after Port Chicago disaster, attachment to archaeology 

feature class. Image courtesy of POCH Naval Magazine National Memorial, POCH 6 

 

 

Digitizing the Town of Port Chicago 

The town of Port Chicago is no longer in existence since it was demolished in 1968 after 

a long-fought battle with the government to create a two-mile safety buffer around the naval base 

to reduce the magnitude of destruction in case of another accident should ever occur. The historic 

streets were digitized as a line feature using the maps discovered (figure 30) and georeferenced 

against NAIP satellite imagery. A polygon was digitized around those street features using the 

map referenced in figure 31 (below) and used as city limits to attach any information to that 

class. Since no maps showing actual building layouts with addresses were discovered during data 
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gathering, locations were inferred using distances from the blast center outlined in the tech report 

(Army-Navy Explosives Board 1948).  

Figure 30. 1968 map showing the historic town of Port Chicago overlaying North American 

Railways. Image Courtesy NPS, POCH Naval Magazine National Memorial 

 

Figure 31. Digitizing the Port Chicago town city limits. Map image Courtesy NPS, POCH Naval 

Magazine National Memorial 
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With all the historical items on one map canvas information can easily be selected and 

accessed, down to the individual archaeology, ground pics, historic buildings, ground photos, 

oral histories, and outline of the Port Chicago town. This presents a better view to manage pieces 

of history and to see where these individual events occurred against the backdrop of the disaster. 

Figure 32. Final map displaying the Oral Histories, Archaeology Points, Ground Pics, POCH 

Town Streets, POCH town, and Historic Buildings feature classes 

 

 

Table 9. Descriptions of historic-museum data feature classes 

                  Name Ground Pics, Historic Buildings, Archaeology Points, Oral 

Histories, Port Chicago Town, Port Chicago Town Streets 

     Year/Last Updated 2021  

        Author/Owner David Kiger 
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Discussion 

 

The aftermath of the Port Chicago explosion could be measured in both physical effects 

that were exacted on the surrounding environment, as well as in the evidence left behind as 

historical elements that remained. The feature attributes can be used to categorize and make 

inferences about certain locations within the affected area. As the blast strength feature class 

measurements showed, the initial effects near the epicenter of the explosion were devastating and 

experienced extreme incident and reflective pressure (6748 and 84207 psi resp.) and was of 

course the cause of  the immediate obliteration near and around the pier area.  Blast pressures 

with respect to distance can be seen (figure 33) as the explosive reaction expanded. As distance 

increased from the center, incident pressure quickly dropped off, although the relative shock 

wave velocity remained near the speed of sound, becoming a fast-moving acoustic wave as 

equilibrium with the environment was reached (figure 34 below).  

             URL/FTP NA 

            Description Multiple related historic features depicting historical building with 

locations, ground level pictures, and implied archaeological 

locations (prevalence dependent on factors of how 

encountered).Attachments enabled for point features to allow 

appending pictures. 

     Coordinate System NAD 1983 UTM Zone 10N (WKID 26910) 

     Projection System Transverse Mercator 

     Spatial Resolution NA 

       Geometry Type point, polygon(s), point, point, polygon, polyline(s) (resp.) 
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Figure 33. Comparison of incident pressure (I_psi) to reflective pressure (R_psi) over distance 

from blast center 

 

Figure 34. Chart of shock front velocity in m/s (SFV_m_s) and and mph (SFV_mph) at specified 

distances 

 

Populated areas and buildings areas of the POCH Naval magazine were between 3600 

and 5000 feet. These areas experienced incident pressures between 1.63 and 2.84psi, which 

according to the damage chart (table10) below is enough to cause some structures to collapse and 

windows to shatter; consistent with the photographic evidence and eyewitness accounts of the 

event. The town of Port Chicago itself experienced pressures between 1.13 and 1.63 psi. It is 
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important to discuss the amplification effect of reflective pressure, from which damages are 

increased (figure 33) due to the perpendicular geometry of some buildings in relation to the blast 

wave direction. For example, the recreation building (E79) was extensively damaged, likely due 

to its exposed length facing the blast wave. The blast wave had a crushing effect at this location 

as a reflected pressure wave encountered the incident pressure wave. If only incident pressure for 

this area was experienced, it would have had a maximum of around 2 psi, when in reality, it 

likely sustained pressures of 3.4 psi. Similarly effected structures could be observed with some 

of the damage photos. 

 

 

Table 10. Pressure effects on human body as well as building structures (CDC 2021) 
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 The information contained within the blast damages feature class describes that all 320 of 

the deaths and 3 injuries (figure 35 below) occurred within the immediate vicinity of the pier and 

on the two ships; which were all within the first 1,000 feet of the blast center, with a majority of 

the injuries (325) occuring in zone 2 (1,000-5,000 ft.). 39 injuries happened within the third zone 

(5000-10000 ft.) and were mostly in the town of Port Chicago. From here, injuries tapered off, 

with the farthest recorded being in the last zone (40,000-70,000 ft.) in the city of Vallejo. 

Damages were measured in percintages ranging from 100% total destruction within the first 

1,000 ft, to damages ranging from 5-88% up to 5,000 ft. Outside of the POCH naval magazine, 

dollar damages ranged from $23 to $150,000. Amount of buildings damaged can be observed in 

figure 36 (below) for each zone. 

  

Figure 35. Total deaths (DEATHS_TOT) and injuries (INJ_TOT) within zones 
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Figure 36. Total buildings damaged within zones 

 

 

The resulting archaeology was mainly reduced to ship fragments (18), and certain 

tools/devices (3). Under the intense pressure and conditions near the blast point, the Bryan was 

blown up from the inside, this force acted upon the Quinault and flung it in out into the bay. 

Most of the archaeology is a direct result of the initial explosive pressure and shock wave. 

Because of the conditions under which the material remnants were formed, it is difficult to place 

exactly which ship, and in most cases which part of the ship they were from. We can assume 

munitions fragments have a higher probability of being on-board the Bryant (likely in its cargo 

holds), we can also assume some of the larger fragmented pieces have a higher probability of 

being from the Quinault. We know that most of the identifiable sections observed in the bay after 

the explosion had a higher likelihood of being from the Quinault. It is with these educated 

assumptions (when there is lack of provenance or direct custodial record of these pieces where 

found) where archaeology is placed for the purpose of this project. 

Fifty-nine photos of before and after the disaster can be seen at arial views and at ground 

levels as a point feature class. Nineteen photos have been added to the salvage area and can be 
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viewed in succession as an attachment. When possible, photos were added to the areas on the 

navy drawing C-3051-2 (NPS 1944) with correlating numbers displayed. Fifteen Oral histories to 

date have been added to the map canvas, with 13 being in the immediate area of the blast effects, 

mostly in the barracks area, and two being on leave who returned to assist with the 

recovery/cleanup operations. This project and datasets have been shared as a web map and 

maintained for use on the ArcGIS Online platforms and have since been adapted to the Story 

maps rendition of the project for a wider audience and/or use on a web app builder. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Historical events that occurred before GIS technology became standardized are at risk of 

not being expressed to their full potential geo-specially, especially when the event has as many 

multifaceted consequences as the Port Chicago disaster. The integration of history and 

archaeology with modern GIST mapping and display abilities is important to analyze our past. 

Here, a collection of over 100 artifacts, photos, and documents are used to tell a story, and 

further, to bring the museum to GIS enabled platforms. While here have been newspaper stories, 

periodicals, and documentaries discussing the Port Chicago disaster; due to the inherent military 

restriction to information surrounding the event, and limited available material of the time 

period, most features had to be created from tangible record sources. 

 

Adjusted Methods 

Certain approaches to displaying blast pressure measurements were abandoned for the 

multi-ring buffer. Since the overpressure can be interpreted as a continuous field, there was an 

attempt to fix points with pressure information at pre-determined distances and use kriging 

interpolation to create a raster that would give a pressure value at any point within the frame 

extent, but this led to sampling “pockets” wherever a point was created and did not give the 

expanding event/magnitude from one central location that more accurately describes explosions. 

The more definition of blast over-pressure desired, the more buffer rings should be made, but not 

to the point where the separation between values convolutes the expected effects on certain 

materials.  
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Another issue encountered was the lack of building placement/damage information 

within the Port Chicago town and surrounding towns. Some of the major damage was recorded 

for some of the more popular structures such as the movie theater and hotel within the port 

Chicago town and some large industrial complexes, but smaller locations such as residences 

proved difficult to obtain data for. The farther out that the damages go, the more generalized the 

assessments became so it was difficult to provide accurate damage counts and specific dollar 

amounts. It may be worthwhile to some of the damage claims that continued years after the 

disaster to produce more cost-associated data. 

 

Future Direction 

 Possible future directions for this project would be to expand on some of the additional 

observable events of the night. Although it did not contribute to the immediate devastation on the 

scale of the surface blast wave, it would’ve been useful to include seismic data for different 

stations recording the waves and produce an analysis on how the blast wave traveled 

underground. Another analysis would be to collect data from the tech report (Army-Navy 

Explosives Board 1948) on the fragment/missile impacts from the explosion, which includes 

size, distance, and trajectory information on individual pieces; so, it may be possible to produce a 

point pattern or density analysis that could give further insight on the conditions at the blast point 

itself.  

This approach to representing historical events can be joined with some of the exiting 

technology advances happening today. Integrating museum records with GIS can add a new 

dimension to 3-D modeling and photogrammetry fields to essentially re-create events as 

accurately as possible. This will enable us to have a wealth of historical information at the touch 
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of our fingertips to view events that have shaped our world and can change the way history is 

accessed. As the Port Chicago Naval Magazine Memorial transitions into a full park with a 

visitor center and museum, more people will undoubtingly want to know about how this event 

unfolded, and the need will arise to integrate museum records with GIS capabilities to view these 

critical points and have access to the evidence. Perhaps the most exciting direction is that this 

project does not have a defined end and can be built upon and added to for as long as information 

continues to be attained. It is, in a sense, a continuing project.  
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